ASC5000 V3

New SCA controller for dispensing systems – no need for manual patches
**Future proof your SCA system controller**

Eliminate the hassle of Windows patches and make a seamless switch to a microcontroller based system.

**No updates – no stress**

Manual Windows patches are time consuming but vital to ensure IT security. With the ASC5000 V3, you can end this struggle. By switching to a microcontroller based system you will take Windows out of your production system.

**Same look and feel – same code base**

The ASC5000 V3 system controller is an upgrade from the existing ASC5000. It offers minimum administration and an easy back-up strategy thanks to the new SD-card concept. Since it is providing an HMI with the same look and feel as its predecessor, you don’t need to spend any time on retraining your employees.

**Features**

- Microcontroller based system
- Same look and feel as previous interface
- SD-card concept
- 2 runtime systems per board
- Visualization as .Net solution

**Zero effort for manual patches**

Windows updates, PC only for visualization

**Zero employee training hours.** A user friendly interface means no time needed for retraining

**Zero effort for backup, maintenance and exchange.** All performed with the SD-card-concept

A sound and long lasting investment

Make the most of your IAS investment with our wide range of global 24/7 programs and service offers.

Contact us at ias.service-solutions@atlascopco.com
Committed to sustainable productivity

www.atlascopco.com